ENGEL CC300

ready for smart operation

be the first.

Complex challenges require a simple operating concept: with the new CC300, ENGEL
has redefined the standards for human/machine interfaces. This intelligent control unit is the next
logical step in our product development with a clear focus on ergonomics, individuality and
state-of-the-art technologies. Based on the design and control logic of modern consumer
electronics, it makes operating even highly integrated and automated systems simpler, safer and
more comfortable.
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Intuitive operations, simple menu sequencing, intelligent control: thanks to the new
ENGEL CC300, you can now operate complex, highly-efficient production cells just as easily as
your smartphone. Plus, the new, centralized e-move console puts you in control of all of the
production cell's movements. The new ENGEL CC300: clear-cut, ergonomic and safe.

intuitive controls
state-of-the-art control logic with self-explanatory navigation and personalized configuration

personalized information
user-specific information and help without changing screens

central control
the new e-move provides unlimited adjustability, with accurate and safe control of all machine and
robot movements

ergonomic design
individually configurable, functional and attractive hardware, and modified user interface

optimum readability
21" full HD display for excellent contrast in any light conditions and from all angles

durable surface
extremely resilient, soil resistant touchscreen made of safety glass
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intuitive controls
Control logic that everyone immediately understands: the new ENGEL CC300 makes a lasting impression with its modern, user-friendly concept and clear-cut menu sequencing. Using simple
swipe gestures, you can easily and safely navigate the menu, whose screen design takes over
from our successful ENGEL CC200 model. Whether you need to change the mold or initiate the
injection process, the innovative, easy to follow control concept allows you to set up the entire
production unit – injection molding machine and automation – exactly as you want: according
to either task or process.
		
To better fulfill your production needs, you can individually configure a variety of functions for
processes and automation. It is also possible to assign individual functions to the e-move or other
touch controls. Plus, highly-responsive, capacitive touch technology ensures even greater
convenience and safety.

personalized information
Everything available at a glance: the information displayed on the new ENGEL CC300 focuses
on the essential. You do not need to change screens in order to view basic information about the
movement just performed. And if more detail is needed, you can quickly and easily access the
next menu level. To minimize the risk of error, if the specific movement is not possible in your
current situation, all the required information and details about the movement can be immediately
seen in manual mode.
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ergonomic design
See, feel, customize: in terms of design and engineering, the new ENGEL CC300 has been created according to how people think and work. Operators are immediately taken by its functionally
attractive control panel. Simply log in securely with your touchless RFID access card to
experience what state-of-the-art ergonomics means: the panel immediately adapts its angle of
inclination to match your personal, preset ergonomic working height.
		
The logical, task-oriented navigation, smart controls using swipe gestures, and the e-move,
all reflect the exact expectations you have as a user in terms of a state-of-the-art, convenient and
safe machine control unit. Ergonomics and customized settings have also been taken into consideration: information and views of individual screens precisely reflect the user-specific tasks
that you define. When necessary, you can also assign individual functions from the control menu to
specially designed touch controls.
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optimum readability
Because quick decisions are often required in the production process: the new ENGEL CC300
makes a mark with its premium 21" full HD display. It guarantees excellent contrast in any
lighting conditions and from all angles. In addition, capacitive touch technology supports convenient and responsive operation at any time. And the touch controls on the panel are LED
illuminated so they are easily seen by the operator.

durable surface
Forget about broken, loose controls and soiled keypads: the new ENGEL CC300, with its extremely resilient, smooth touchscreen made of safety glass, is perfectly equipped for the tough
daily grind on your production floor. The glass is milled to provide tactile feedback from the capacitive keys, which ensures an absolutely soil-free surface.
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central control
Simply press, start and control: the e-move on the new ENGEL CC300 makes "one button operation" of an injection molding machine a reality. This intelligent controller lets you manually direct
all machine and robot movements down to the last millimetre, and at any speed, prior to
production simply by pressing the e-move. This gives you perfect control over your production unit.
In addition, the e-move's clearly defined functions increase safety levels in performing sensitive
movements, while significantly reducing the risk of operator error.
the new ENGEL e-move
•
•
•
•

everything under control thanks to "one-touch operation"
fast selection of the required movement
precise and infinitely adjustable control of all machine and robot movements
colour-coding of the current function (white-green-red-orange)

perfect robot integration
Complex production processes typically require a high degree of automation: with the new ENGEL
CC300, you are ideally equipped to face the challenges of increasing levels of process integration.
Both the ENGEL viper linear robot and the ENGEL easix multiple axis robot are fully integrated into this control unit generation. Both can be controlled and monitored together with the
entire manufacturing cell, either centrally using the injection moulding machine's control panel, or
separately by using the lightweight C70 robot control pendent. This perfect interplay between all
components enhances efficiency while reducing the cycle times, contributing significantly to
your product's competitive edge.
C70 manual control device
•
•
•
•

ergonomic & lightweight
7" high-resolution display
precise and infinitely adjustable control of axis movements
robot control logic reflects that of the new CC300
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